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It will be almost the one-year anniversary of the release of Bohemian 
Rhapsody, the Queen biopic that became a box office smash 
worldwide and netted actor Rami Malek an Oscar for his portrayal of the 



band's beloved singer, the late Freddie Mercury. Thanks to the film, 
continued interest in the legendary British rock group remains 
unabated, highlighted by the recent tour of Queen and Adam Lambert 
and the ongoing North American touring production of the jukebox 
musical We Will Rock You. Furthering building on that momentum are 
two Queen-related releases that came out in the last month.  

	  



	  
The appropriately-titled Never Boring, a 3-CD/1-DVD/1-Blu-ray 
collection, focuses on Freddie Mercury's solo music recorded during the 
1980s. It collects singles and key album tracks from Mercury’s two 
studio records, Mr. Bad Guy (1985) and Barcelona (1988), his 
collaboration with famed Spanish opera star Montserrat Caballe, 
showcasing the singer’s stylistic range that perhaps didn’t necessarily fit 
within the Queen bubble: from melodramatic pop (“Love Me Like 
There’s No Tomorrow”) to dance music (”Living on My Own”) to 
classical crossover (“Barcelona”). Had Queen's popularity not nosedived 
in the United States during the '80s, Mercury's solo songs might’ve had 
a small shot at radio airplay in that territory, particularly the synthpop-
oriented “I Was Born to Love You” and “Love Kills” (his collaboration 
with famed electronic music producer Giorgio Moroder); the rocker 
“She Blows Hot and Cold”; and the majestic “Made in Heaven” (later 
reworked by the surviving members of Queen for the 1995 album of the 
same name). In addition to Mercury's U.K. hit cover of the Platters' “The 
Great Pretender,” Never Boring contains two of his arguably greatest 
vocal performances on tracks written and produced by friend Dave Clark 
(of the Dave Clark 5): “In My Defence” and “Time” – the latter a newly-
discovered version of the song that was recently released. 
	  



	  

	  



	  
Lovingly assembled with a 120-page book of photos and quotes from 
Mercury—not to mention a touching foreword by Malek—Never 
Boring is a serviceable introduction to newer and younger fans of Queen 
who had never heard of Mercury's solo music. All of the tracks from the 
collection captures the man’s passions and excitement both in music 
and life. In addition, the collection also features a newly-remixed 
version of Mr. Bad Guy, a glossy pop-dance album that is representative 
of its time; and the classical crossover Barcelona that replaces the 
synths and drum machines from the original 1988 release this time with 
an actual orchestra. The DVD/Blu-ray contains promotional videos of 
Mercury’s singles and his performances with Montserrat Caballe on 
stage for Barcelona. 
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
A few years before the creation of the We Will Rock You musical, 
Queen's music was previously used for a theatrical production in 1997—
specifically as a ballet that was overseen by Maurice Bejart, the artistic 
director of Bejart Ballet Lausanne in Switzerland. Ballet of Life married 



Queen's music (and a little of Mozart’s) with the stunning choreography 
of Bejart's incredible dance troupe for a work that celebrated the theme 
of life. The idea of combining Queen and ballet wasn’t completely 
radical: in 1979, Mercury performed as a guest with the Royal Ballet, 
and the 1984 video for Queen's “I Want to Break Free” featured a 
surrealistic scene with Mercury portraying a Nijinsky-like figure 
surrounded by a group of dancers.  
 

	  
	  
Now a new release, Queen + Bejart: Ballet for Life, currently available 
on DVD, Blu-ray and digital platforms, revisits that collaboration in the 
form of a new documentary directed by Lynne Wake and Simon Lupton. 
It features new interviews with Queen founders Brian May and Roger 
Taylor along with archival commentary from Bejart (who died in 2007) 
and others. The documentary juxtaposes clips of the 1997 production 
of Ballet for Life with the current footage of the present-day ballet 
troupe rehearsing the numbers performed by their predecessors. More 
than just a production of rock music and ballet, the new documentary 
highlights those promising young lives cut short during their prime: 
especially Mercury and Bejart's dancer Jorge Donn, both of whom died 
of AIDS a year apart from each other in the early 1990s. 
	  



	  
	  
Most poignant about the new documentary is its inclusion of the 
surviving members of Queen and Elton John's live and 
powerful performance of “The Show Must Go On” from 1997 at the end 
of the ballet performance in Paris; it turned out to be the last time 
bassist John Deacon performed on stage as a member of Queen. 
Alongside the new documentary is the complete performance of the 
ballet from 1997 directed by Bejart and David Mallett in Switzerland, 
which showcased the music (with emphasis on the tracks  from 
Queen's Made in Heaven, the final studio record with Mercury); the 
troupe’s dynamic and poetic moves; and Gianni Versace's costumes. 
Aspects of the production recalled elements of Queen’s past—from the 
dancers’ costumes and moves that mimicked Mercury, to the scene 
featuring “Radio Ga-Ga,” in which the audience members did the 
famous hand claps that echoed the song’s original music video. For 
Queen fans in America who have never seen or let alone heard about 
this work, this new release of Ballet for Life is a feast for the eyes and 
ears. 
	  


